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Abstract

Stable equilibrium compounds containing a planar antiaromatic cyclooctatetraene

(COT) ring are promising candidates for organic electronic devices such as organic

semiconductor transistors. The planarization of COT by incorporation into rigid pla-

nar π-systems, as well as by oxidation or reduction has attracted considerable atten-

tion in recent years. Using dispersion-corrected density functional theory

calculations, we explore an alternative approach of planarizing COT derivatives by

adsorption onto graphene. We show that strong π–π stacking interactions between

graphene and COT derivatives induce a planar structure with an antiaromatic central

COT ring. In addition to being reversible, this strategy provides a novel approach for

planarizing COT without the need for incorporation into a rigid structure, atomic sub-

stitution, oxidation, or reduction.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

1,3,5,7-Cyclooctatetraene (COT, Figure 1) is the smallest 4n

π-electron cyclic polyene with alternating single and double bonds

that adopts a tub-shaped equilibrium structure. The nonplanar D2d

symmetric COT structure can undergo a dynamic tub-to-tub inversion

via a planar bond-alternating D4h symmetric transition structure

(TS) (Figure 1).1,2,3 It is well established that the tub-shaped equilib-

rium structure is nonaromatic while the planar TS of the ring inversion

is antiaromatic.4,5

There has been considerable interest over the past two decades in

constraining derivatives of COT to adopt a planar equilibrium struc-

ture.1,4,6,7 Due to the antiaromaticity of the planar COT ring, the

resulting compounds have unique electronic properties such as

tuneable HOMO/LUMO levels, making them promising candidates for

efficient organic semiconductors.8,9,10 It has been demonstrated both

experimentally and computationally that COT can be planarized through

annulation with strained rings or by incorporation into a rigid planar

π-system, forcing the central COT moiety to adopt a planar geometry

with alternating single and double bonds.1,4,8,9,11–24 Merino and co-

workers showed that an alternative approach for planarizing COT to

adopt a D4h symmetric structure is substitution of four alternating car-

bons with heavier group 14 elements (Si, Ge, and Sn).25 Based on statis-

tical analysis of X-ray data of 47 COT rings, Dominikowska and Palusiak

further found that COT planarizes when acting as an effective π-type

ligand in various organometallic complexes.26 They also showed that

aromatization of COT due to charge transfer from the metal to the ring

(i.e., conversion from a 4n to a 4n + 2 π-system, COT à COT2�) is not

a major factor in this planarization process. In this context, we note that

another approach for planarizing COT is oxidation or reduction.27–33

While this planarization approach has more typically employed metal

ions, recently, Cohen and co-workers studied the nanomechanical

response of COT to application of an external gate voltage on a

graphene device, predicting planarization upon electron- and hole-dop-

ing.31 Closer to the context of the present work, it was further recently

found that COT-derived π-extended diaza[8]circulenes planarize on a

gold surface.34 Further, an acene-fused COT-derived mechaophore was

recently reported to adopt a near-planar geometry in the crystalline

phase due to thermal void collapse.35

In the present contribution, we explore an alternative approach

for reversibly planarizing neutral COT derivatives via noncovalent π–π

interactions with graphene. We use dispersion-corrected density
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functional theory (DFT) calculations to show that upon adsorption

onto graphene dibenzo[a,e]cyclooctatetraene (DBCOT, Figure 2) can

adopt a planar equilibrium structure. Likewise, dinaphtho[a,e]

cyclooctatetraene (DNCOT, Figure 2) planarizes when adsorbed on

graphene. In both cases, the central COT ring is converted from non-

aromatic (in free v-shaped DBCOT and DNCOT) to antiaromatic upon

adsorption on graphene. These results demonstrate that substantial

π–π interactions between graphene and DBCOT or DNCOT can

induce planarity in the central COT ring. Thus, this provides a novel

approach for reversibly planarizing COT without the need for a rigid

network of substituents, atomic substitution, oxidation, or reduction.

These results are consistent with previous works, which showed that

multiple π–π interactions can collectively provide significant energetic

stabilization.36–44 In this context, ref. 44 is of particular relevance

since it demonstrates that a graphene sheet can catalyze the tub-to-

tub inversion in COT and its ortho- and meta-benzannulated deriva-

tives. Here we show that para benzannulated COT derivatives (e.g.,

DBCOT and DNCOT) form planar local minima on a graphene sheet.

2 | COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The geometries of all structures were fully optimized without con-

straints at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/Def2-SVP level of theory,45–48 where

empirical D3 dispersion corrections49 are included using the Becke–

Johnson50 damping potential (denoted by the suffix D3[BJ]). We note

that B3LYP-D3(BJ) was found to give accurate geometries for both

equilibrium and TSs of a wide range of organic and inorganic sys-

tems.51,52,53,54,55 Harmonic vibrational frequencies were obtained at

the same level of theory. The equilibrium structures were verified to

have all-real harmonic frequencies and the TSs to have only one imag-

inary frequency, which corresponds to the expected motion along

the reaction coordinate. The connectivities of the transition and

equilibrium structures were confirmed via intrinsic reaction coordi-

nate (IRC) calculations56 at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/Def2-SVP level of

theory. In order to obtain accurate binding energies and reaction

barrier heights single point energy calculations were carried out

using the hybrid meta-GGA (generalized gradient approximation)

DFT method PW6B95 in conjunction with the large quadruple-ζ

Def2-QZVP basis set.57 For the single-point energy (SPE) calcula-

tions, we consider the D3(BJ) dispersion correction as well as the

more recently developed, atomic-charge dependent D4 dispersion

correction.58,59 We note that the empirical D4 dispersion term

accounts for 86%–88% of the interaction energies (ΔEe,int) in the

DBCOT@C96H24 and DNCOT@C96H24 complexes. The PW6B95

exchange-correlation functional has been extensively benchmarked

and found to be robust for both reaction energies and barrier

heights involving related systems.42,44,60–67 All geometry optimiza-

tions, frequency, and SPE calculations were carried out using the

Gaussian 16 program suite.68

Nucleus independent chemical shift (NICS)69,70 scans were

performed by means of the gauge independent atomic orbitals

(GIAO) method at the GIAO-B3LYP/6–311+G(d,p) level of theory

with the Aroma 1.0 package.5,71–73 This method involves placing

the NICS probes at the geometric center of the aromatic or anti-

aromatic ring and scanning along the perpendicular z axis from 0.0

to 3.9 Å at intervals of 0.1 Å. The reported shielding tensor ele-

ments are the out-of-plane zz-components (NICSZZ). We note that

NICS(r)ZZ denotes the NICSZZ value at a distance of r Å above the

molecular plane. In scans involving a planar COT derivative

adsorbed onto a planar graphene nanoflake, the NICS scan above

the substrate is directed away from the graphene nanoflake. In

addition, the effect of the graphene flake on the NICSZZ values has

been backtracked by performing a NICSZZ scan with the substrate

removed. In order to visualize the ring currents in the planar COT,

DBCOT, and DNCOT rings we performed anisotropy of the

induced current density (AICD) analysis at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)

level of theory,74,75 where the magnetic field is set as orthogonal

to the planes of the rings, and isosurfaces are plotted using an

isosurface value of 0.025.

To gain further insights into the nature of the noncovalent

interactions between the COT derivatives of interest and the

graphene nanoflake, a second-generation energy decomposition

analysis (EDA)76 based on absolutely localized molecular orbitals

(ALMOs) was performed in conjunction with the Def2-SVP basis

set. The EDA calculations were carried out with the ωB97M-V

exchange correlation functional77 as recommended in ref. 76.

These calculations were carried out with the Q-Chem 5.2 program

suite.78 Overlays of structures and root-mean-square deviations

(RMSDs) of atomic positions between structures were obtained

using Mercury.79 All remaining 3D structural representations were

generated using CYLview.80

F IGURE 1 Schematic representation of the tub-shaped
equilibrium structure of 1,3,5,7-cyclooctatetraene (COT) and the

planar TS of its tub-to-tub ring inversion. TS, transition structure

F IGURE 2 Schematic representation of the structures of dibenzo
[a,e]cyclooctatetraene (DBCOT) and dinaphtho[a,e]cyclooctatetraene
(DNCOT). For clarity the structures are shown as planar, although the
equilibrium structures are strongly tub-shaped
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3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Ring inversion in isolated COT, DBCOT, and
DNCOT

To examine the free planar structures of interest, we begin by examin-

ing the tub-to-tub inversion process in free COT, DBCOT, and

DNCOT. Figure 3 shows the tub-shaped equilibrium structures and

the planar ring-inversion TSs. The COT equilibrium structure adopts a

tub-shaped geometry of D2d symmetry with alternating single and

double bonds of 1.473 and 1.344 Å, respectively. These bond lengths

are in excellent agreement with the experimental values of 1.4702

± 0.0005 and 1.3371 ± 0.001 Å obtained from femtosecond time-

resolved rotational coherence spectroscopy and ab initio calcula-

tions.81 The calculated dihedral angle between vicinal double bonds of

54.2� is in good agreement with the experimental value of 56�

obtained from low temperature X-ray analysis.82,83 The planar TS for

the tub-inversion lies 58.4 kJ mol�1 above the equilibrium structure

on the Gibbs free energy surface at the PW6B95-D4/Def2-QZVP

level of theory. Using the high-level composite ab initio W1-F12 pro-

tocol84 we obtain ΔG‡
298 = 58.7 kJ mol�1 at the CCSD(T)/CBS level

of theory (coupled cluster energy with single, double, and

quasiperturbative triple excitations close to the complete basis-set

limit).85 The good agreement with W1-F12 theory increases our

F IGURE 3 Optimized
structures of the tub-shaped
equilibrium structures and ring-
inversion TSs for
cyclooctatetraene (COT), dibenzo
[a,e]cyclooctatetraene (DBCOT),
and dinaphtho[a,e]
cyclooctatetraene (DNCOT).
Selected bond distances are given
in Å and PW6B95-D4/
Def2-QZVP Gibbs free energies
of activation are given in kJ mol�1.
TS, transition structure

F IGURE 4 (A) NICSZZ scans at heights of 0.0–3.9 Å above the molecular plane of the inversion TSs of DBCOT and DNCOT (the NICSZZ scan
for unsubstituted COT results in NICS(0)ZZ = 133.6 and NICS(1)ZZ = 103.3 ppm and is not shown here for the sake of clarity) and (B) AICD plots
of the induced ring currents in the planar DBCOT and DNCOT, with paratropic (counter-clockwise) ring currents indicated by blue arrows and
diatropic (clockwise) ring currents indicated by red arrows. AICD, anisotropy of the induced current density; COT, cyclooctatetraene; DBCOT,
dibenzo[a,e]cyclooctatetraene; DNCOT, dinaphtho[a,e]cyclooctatetraene
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confidence in the PW6B95-D4/Def2-QZVP level of theory. Para

dibenzannulation of COT (to form DBCOT) results in little change in

the lengths of the unsubstituted single and double bonds, but as

expected, the length of the substituted double bonds increases from

1.344 Å (in COT) to 1.412 Å (in DBCOT). A similar elongation of the

substituted double bonds is observed in the planar TS, namely the

bond lengths increase from 1.348 Å (in COT) to 1.423 Å (in DBCOT).

Further para dibenzannulation of DBCOT (to form DNCOT) results in

little change of bond lengths and angles of the central COT ring

(Figure 3).

While there are few structural changes in the central COT moiety

upon going from DBCOT to DNCOT, Figure 3 shows that with

increasing annulation, inversion barrier heights are reduced in the fol-

lowing order: ΔG‡
298 = 58.4 (COT), 52.3 (DBCOT), and 41.0 (DNCOT)

kJ mol�1. As the antiaromaticity of planar COT has been of significant

interest, we performed NICSZZ scans above the central COT moiety

of the planar parent compound, DBCOT and DNCOT. These results

are displayed in Figure 4. The antiaromaticity of the central COT ring

in the TS is systematically reduced with the degree of benzannulation.

For example, the NICS(1)ZZ values (in ppm) are 103.3 (COT), 35.8

(DBCOT), and 22.5 (DNCOT). As antiaromatic compounds are known

to typically be unstable, the observed reduction in inversion barriers

with increasing annulation may thus in part be associated with the

decreased antiaromaticity of the central COT moiety in the same

order. In order to gain more detailed insights into the global and semi-

global ring-currents in the systems of interest, we use the AICD

method to visualize the ring currents in the planar DBCOT and

DNCOT systems (Figure 4). In agreement with the NICSZZ analysis we

find that the planar COT exhibits a strong paratropic ring current, con-

firming its antiaromaticity (Figure S1). In the benzo- and naptho-fused

DBCOT and DNCOT, the central COT moiety still displays distinct

paratropicity (and hence antiaromaticity) but directly encounters the

diatropic ring currents of the neighboring benzo- and naptho-units,

explaining the reduced antiaromaticity of the central COT moiety cap-

tured by the NICS(1)zz values. Similar observations were previously

made for a dibenzannulated indacene derivative, where ben-

zannulation reduced the paratropicity of the antiaromatic indacene

unit.86 We note that the AICD plot for DNCOT further captures the

distinct semi-global diatropic ring current of the [10]annulene periph-

eries of the naphtho-moieties.75 Finally, we note that since these are

multi-ring systems it is important to perform NICS scans in the XY-

plane across all the benzene and COT rings.5,73,87 Consistent with the

AICD results, these scans show negative NICS values for the benzo/

naphto-rings and positive NICS values for the central COT ring with a

maximum at its geometric center (see Figure S2 of the Supporting

Information).

3.2 | Structure of DBCOT adsorbed on a graphene
nanoflake

We recently found that adsorption of COT onto a graphene nanoflake

catalyst (C96H24) reduces its ring inversion barrier height by 20% of

the uncatalyzed reaction barrier height.44 Structural and energetic

analyses show that this catalytic activity is driven by shape comple-

mentarity between the planar 2D catalyst and planar TS. Namely, the

2D nanomaterial stabilizes the planar TS to a greater extent than the

highly nonplanar, tub-shaped reactant. It is important to emphasize

that both the free and adsorbed planar COT structures are first-order

saddle points possessing an imaginary frequency that corresponds to

the tub-inversion.44

In contrast, in the current work we find that the planar structure

of para dibenzannulated COT adsorbed on graphene is no longer a

first-order saddle point, but a local minimum with all-real frequencies

(the optimized structure of the equilibrium complex is depicted in

Figure 5). Thus, it seems that in the case of DBCOT, the graphene

monolayer reshapes the PES such that the TS for the tub-inversion

becomes a local minimum.88 As mentioned above, when the graphene

catalyst is removed, we obtain a planar TS for the DBCOT tub-

inversion possessing an imaginary frequency of 50.1i cm�1 (Figure 3).

To double check that the planar DBCOT adsorbed on graphene

(Figure 5A) is an equilibrium structure and not a TS, we also optimize

this structure using an inherently different DFT functional than

B3LYP-D3(BJ), namely the M06-2X functional.89,90 M06-2X is a

hybrid-meta GGA functional which includes a significantly higher per-

centage of exact exchange compared to B3LYP (i.e., 54% vs. 20%,

respectively). Another key difference between B3LYP-D3(BJ) and

M06-2X is that the latter is more heavily parametrized and incorpo-

rates dispersion interactions into the parametrization of the func-

tional, rather than via a molecular mechanics-type correction that is

used in B3LYP-D3(BJ). The M06-2X/Def2-SVP optimized planar para

dibenzannulated COT structure adsorbed on graphene is a local mini-

mum with all-real frequencies, very similar to the B3LYP-D3

(BJ) structure (see the Supporting Information for the optimized struc-

ture of the equilibrium complex).

Next we compare the structure of the planar equilibrium

DBCOT adsorbed on graphene (Figure 5A) with that of the planar

ring-inversion TS (Figure 3). For the sake of brevity, the planar

DBCOT equilibrium complex (Figure 5a) will be denoted as

DBCOTplanar@C96H24. Inspection of the bond distances in Fig-

ures 3 and 5 reveals a remarkable similarity between the planar

equilibrium and first-order saddle point DBCOT structures. The

bond lengths of the ring-inversion TS are practically unchanged

upon adsorption on the graphene nanoflake—namely, with changes

in bond lengths of less than 0.001 Å upon adsorption. Overall, the

RMSD of the atomic positions between the free inversion TS and

adsorbed equilibrium structure is 0.015 Å (for further details see

Table S1 of the Supporting Information). On the electronic PES,

the energy difference between the fully optimized free TS and pla-

nar DBCOT in the geometry it adopts in the complex is merely ΔEe

= 0.26 kJ mol�1 at the PW6B95-D4/Def2-QZVP level of theory.

This negligibly small energetic difference between the free TS and

adsorbed planar equilibrium DBCOT structure, along with the

remarkable similarity between their structures, indicate that the

presence of the graphene flake indeed converts the free planar

DBCOT TS into a minimum on the PES.
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It is well established that external interactions can reshape a PES

in a way that critical points are created or eliminated. A textbook

example is the Menshutkin SN2 reaction, where strong solvation

effects convert a single-well PES into a double-well PES.91 The gas-

phase PES for this reaction has also been found to be modified in the

presence of various nanotubes and surfaces (including a graphene

monolayer).92,93,94,95,96 Another example where external effects dra-

matically affect critical points on a PES, is the intramolecular chlorine

transfer in chlorinated carnosine which is coupled with two sequential

intramolecular proton shifts.97 In the gas-phase these three atom

transfers occur in a concerted TS; however in aqueous solution they

proceed via three separate TSs. Another example where a TS

becomes a stable minimum on the PES, is provided by the recent work

of Solel et al.,98 which showed that steric repulsion in a substituted

corannulene derivative converts planar corannulene, which would

normally be a TS on the PES, into an experimentally isolable equilib-

rium structure. Finally, it should be mentioned that external influences

(e.g., coordination, oxidation, reduction, and chemical substitution)

have been shown to play a role in structure manipulation of planar

and quasi planar systems due to their effect on vibronic pseudo Jahn–

Teller couplings.99,100,101,102,103

Here, we postulate that reshaping of the PES may arise if the

interaction energy between the graphene and the planar DBCOT is

larger than the reaction barrier height for the tub-inversion in free

DBCOT. Table 1 gives the interaction energies between the C96

H24 flake and DBCOT. On the electronic PES, the interaction

energy between C96H24 and DBCOT amounts to 99.1 kJ mol�1

while the reaction barrier height for the tub-inversion in free

DBCOT is just 40.8 kJ mol�1. We note that here, the interaction

energy is calculated as the energy difference between the fully

optimized DBCOTplanar@C96H24 complex and isolated monomers

in their geometry in the complex. However, it should be noted that

separating the optimized DBCOTplanar@C96H24 complex into the

free optimized tub-inversion TS and C96H24 graphene flake (i.e.,

DBCOTplanar@C96H24 ➝ DBCOTplanar(TS) + C96H24) has a very

similar energetic cost of 97.4 kJ mol�1 (Table 1). This separation

provides an estimation for the energetic stabilization provided by

the C96H24 flake to the inversion TS. Thus, it is clear that the ener-

getic stabilization provided by the C96H24 flake is much larger than

the barrier height for the tub-inversion. Due to entropic effects

this energy difference becomes smaller on the Gibbs free PES at

298 K. Namely, the reaction barrier height for the inversion of free

DBCOT is ΔG‡
298 = 52.3 kJ mol�1 (Figure 3), and the energetic

stabilization provided by the C96H24 graphene flake to the TS

amounts to 45.7 kJ mol�1 (Table 1).

In the above-mentioned DBCOTplanar@C96H24 complex

(Figure 5A) both benzene rings are parallel to the graphene mono-

layer, resulting in a planar antiaromatic COT ring. However, the

nonaromatic, tub-shaped DBCOT structure can also adsorb on

TABLE 1 Stabilization and interaction energies in the equilibrium
complexes formed between graphene nanoflake (C96H24) and the

DBCOT and DNCOT substrates calculated on the electronic (ΔEe) and
Gibbs free (ΔG298) PESs (PW6B95-D4/Def2-QZVP, kJ mol�1)

Equilibrium complex ΔEe,inta ΔEe,stabb ΔG298,stab
b

DBCOTnonplanar@C96H24 65.4 59.3 8.6

DBCOTplanar@C96H24 99.1 97.4 45.7

DNCOTplanar@C96H24 139.7 139.1 76.1

Abbreviations: DBCOT, dibenzo[a,e]cyclooctatetraene; DNCOT,

dinaphtho[a,e]cyclooctatetraene.
aInteraction energies taken as the difference between the fully optimized

complex and isolated monomers in their geometry in the complex.
bStabilization energies taken as the difference between the fully optimized

complex and isolated monomers in the following way: DBCOTnonplanar
@C96H24 ➝ DBCOTnonplanar + C96H24; DBCOTplanar@C96H24 ➝

DBCOTplanar(TS) + C96H24; DNCOTplanar@C96H24 ➝ DNCOTplanar(TS)

+ C96H24 (see text).

F IGURE 5 Optimized structures of the (A) planar DBCOT@C96H24 equilibrium complex (C2v symmetry), (B) nonplanar DBCOT@C96H24

equilibrium complex (Cs symmetry), and (C) selected bond distances in Å. DBCOT, dibenzo[a,e]cyclooctatetraene
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graphene such that only one benzene ring is parallel to the

graphene sheet (DBCOTnonplanar@C96H24, Figure 5B). Thus, the

planarization process of DBCOT on graphene (DBCOTnonplanar

@C96H24 ➝ DBCOTplanar@C96H24) is a measure of the energetic

trade-off between the stronger noncovalent interactions in

DBCOTplanar@C96H24 and the net planarization energy of the cen-

tral COT ring. At the PW6B95-D4/Def2-QZVP level of theory,

DBCOTnonplanar@C96H24 is more stable than DBCOTplanar@C96H24

by 2.7 kJ mol�1 on the electronic PES and 15.2 kJ mol�1 on the

Gibbs free PES. These energies should be compared to the

planarization barrier heights in the gas-phase, namely ΔEe = 40.8

and ΔG298 = 52.3 kJ mol�1 (Figure 3). Thus, the graphene sheet

reduces the net planarization energy by ca. 38.0 kJ mol�1. These

results suggest that the molecular shape and antiaromatic/

nonaromatic character of DBCOT could be easily modulated on a

graphene surface.

We have shown above that the planar DBCOT interacts strongly

with the C96H24 flake in the DBCOTplanar@C96H24 complex, which

forms a minimum on the PES. Thus, it is instructive to examine

whether the interaction with the graphene flake affects the anti-

aromaticity of DBCOT relative to that of the free DBCOT TS. Figure 6

plots the NICSZZ scans above the central COT ring in the DBCOT

inversion TS and the equilibrium DBCOTplanar@C54H18 complex. For

reasons of computational cost, the NICSZZ scans were conducted on

DBCOTplanar@C54H18 rather than the much larger DBCOTplanar@C96

H24 complex. The NICSZZ scans show that the antiaromatic character

of the DBCOT remains practically unchanged by the interaction with

the graphene flake. For example, the NICS(1)ZZ values (in ppm) are

35.8 (free DBCOT TS) and 33.3 (DBCOTplanar@C54H18).

3.3 | Structure of DNCOT adsorbed on a graphene
nanoflake

In the previous section we have seen that strong interactions

between graphene and DBCOT give rise to a planar antiaromatic

DBCOT equilibrium structure in the DBCOTplanar@C96H24 com-

plex. However, the equilibrium complex in which the DBCOT

monomer is nonplanar and nonaromatic (DBCOTnonplanar@C96H24)

was found to be more stable by 15.2 kJ mol�1 on the ΔG298 energy

surface. A natural question is what happens upon further para

dibenzannulation of DBCOT to form DNCOT (Figure 3). In this

case, we were only able to locate the equilibrium complex (with

all-real harmonic frequencies) in which DNCOT adsorbed on

graphene is planar (DNCOTplanar@C96H24, Figure 7).88 Similar to

the case of DBCOTplanar@C96H24 above, we also optimized the

DNCOTplanar@C96H24 structure at the M06-2X/Def2-SVP level of

theory and confirmed it is a local minimum with all-real frequen-

cies (for the optimized structure see the Supporting Information).

The bond distances in Figures 3 and 5 demonstrate that the planar

equilibrium DNCOT adsorbed on graphene and the first-order sad-

dle point DNCOT structures are similar. Namely, the bond lengths

in the ring-inversion TS are changed by less than 0.001 Å upon

adsorption on the graphene nanoflake. Overall, the RMSD of

atomic positions between the free inversion TS and adsorbed equi-

librium structure is 0.034 Å (for further details see Table S1 of the

Supporting Information). On the electronic PES, the energy differ-

ence between the free planar TS and the planar geometry of the

equilibrium complex is ΔEe = 1.4 kJ mol�1 at the PW6B95-D4/

Def2-QZVP level of theory. Thus, similar to the case of DBCOT

the small energetic difference between the free inversion TS and

adsorbed equilibrium DNCOT structure, along with their structural

similarity, indicates that adsorption onto the graphene flake con-

verts the free planar DNCOT TS into a minimum on the PES. As

expected, the electronic interaction energy between the graphene

flake and DNCOT in the DNCOTplanar@C96H24 complex

(139.7 kJ mol�1) is substantially larger than that between the

graphene flake and the smaller DBCOT (99.1 kJ mol�1, Table 1).

Similarly, on the ΔG298 energy surface, the energetic stabilization

provided by the C96H24 flake to the planar conformer is 45.7

(DBCOTplanar@C96H24) and 76.1 (DNCOTplanar@C96H24) kJ mol�1.

When comparing the latter Gibbs-free stabilization energy to the

Gibbs free-activation energy required to planarize the free DNCOT

(ΔG‡
298 = 41.0 kJ mol�1, Figure 3) it is clear that the energetic sta-

bilization provided by the C96H24 flake is substantially larger than

the barrier height for the tub-inversion in DNCOT.

Removing one naphto-group from DNCOT results in NCOT. For

NCOT we were able to optimize complexes between both the planar

and nonplanar conformers and the graphene sheet. For the

planarization process of NCOT on graphene (i.e., NCOTnonplanar@C96

H24 ➝ NCOTplanar@C96H24) we obtain reaction energies of ΔEe = 3.3

and ΔG298 = 11.4 kJ mol�1 at the PW6B95-D4/Def2-QZVP level of

theory. These reaction energies are similar to those obtained for

DBCOT@C96H24 (vide supra).

F IGURE 6 NICSZZ scans at heights of 0.0–3.9 Å above the
molecular plane of the inversion TS in free DBCOT and the
equilibrium planar DBCOTplanar@C54H18 complex. The vertical
distance between the geometric centers of the COT and central
benzene ring of the graphene flake is 3.27 Å. DBCOT, dibenzo[a,e]
cyclooctatetraene; TS, transition structure
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3.4 | Noncovalent interactions responsible for the
stabilization of the adsorbed COT derivatives

In order to gain more detailed insights into the energy components

contributing to the above noncovalent stabilization energies we per-

formed energy decomposition analyses using the second-generation

ALMO-EDA scheme by Head-Gordon and co-workers.76 These ana-

lyses allow us to obtain measures of the contributions of Pauli repul-

sion (ΔEPAULI), electrostatic interactions (ΔEELEC), dispersion

interactions (ΔEDISP), as well as polarization (ΔEPOL) and charge trans-

fer (ΔECT) to overall intermolecular interaction energies. Figure 8 gives

the resulting breakdowns of the intermolecular interaction energies

between the graphene flake and the COT derivatives of interest in

the planar and nonplanar conformations.

As apparent from inspection of Figure 8, the magnitudes of all

energy terms are smallest in the complex between the flake and the

nonplanar DBCOT conformer, which is adsorbed onto the flake

through only one benzene ring. These magnitudes increase with

increasing numbers of aromatic rings interacting with the flake in the

complexes with the planar conformers of DBCOT and the larger

DNCOT. Hereby, there are clear trends in the contributions of the

individual energy terms to overall interaction energies. Contributions

from both charge transfer (representing donor–acceptor orbital inter-

actions between flake and substrate) as well as polarization (interac-

tion energies resulting from induced electrostatic interactions in

response to the other monomer in the complex) are small, largely

remaining below 10 kJ mol�1. On the other hand, the largest

destabilizing contributions to overall interaction energies in all sys-

tems result from Pauli repulsions, which destabilize the complexes by

amounts ranging between 177.4 and 427.8 kJ mol�1. These large

destabilizations are, however, in all cases outweighed by significant

stabilizations from permanent electrostatic and dispersion interactions

between flake and substrate. In particular, these stabilizing contribu-

tions together amount to 258.4, 424.9, and 596.6 kJ mol�1 in com-

plexes 1–3. When further comparing the individual contributions from

electrostatic and dispersion interactions, we find that despite often

being considered weak, stabilizations from dispersion interactions are

consistently larger than those resulting from electrostatic interactions.

F IGURE 7 (A) Optimized structure of the planar DNCOT@C96H24 equilibrium complex and (B) selected bond distances in Å. DNCOT,
dinaphtho[a,e]cyclooctatetraene

F IGURE 8 Breakdowns of
the intermolecular interaction
energies between the graphene
flake and the planar and
nonplanar COT derivatives of
interest obtained from second
generation ALMO-EDA at the
ωB97M-V/Def2-SVP level of
theory. COT, cyclooctatetraene
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This difference increases with increasing substrate size. Whereas the

contributions from dispersion interactions are larger by 41.9 and

46.0 kJ mol�1 in complexes 1 and 2 with the smaller DBCOT, they are

larger by 66.9 kJ mol�1 than the electrostatic contribution in the com-

plex with the larger DNCOT. This increasing importance of dispersion

interactions to the large stabilization experienced by π–π stacked sys-

tems of increasing size has previously been reported.104 Overall, the

EDA results indicate that the observed planarizations of DBCOT and

DNCOT on graphene are largely driven by dispersion interactions and,

to a smaller extent, electrostatic interactions, which are more pro-

nounced in the π–π stacked complexes with the planar conformers.

Finally, since COT is known to planarize upon oxidation or

reduction,27,30,31 it is instructive to additionally examine the amount

of charge transferred between graphene and the planar substrates

upon complexation. This can be done by summing the overall atomic

polar tensor (APT) charges on the graphene flake and substrate.105

We note that APT charges have been shown to give reliable molecular

charge distributions.106,107 For both DBCOTplanar@C96H24 and

DNCOTplanar@C96H24 complexes a small amount of negative charge is

transferred from the planar substrate to the graphene flake, namely

amounts of 0.05 and 0.09 e, respectively. Thus, consistent with the

above EDA results, charge transfer seems to only play a minor role in

the planarization process.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

There has been considerable interest in constraining derivatives of COT

to adopt a planar equilibrium structure with antiaromatic character. It

has been demonstrated experimentally and/or computationally that this

can be achieved via annulation of COT with strained rings or by incor-

poration into a rigid planar π-system, atomic substitution, complexation

with transition metals, oxidation, or reduction. Here, we propose an

alternative approach for the reversible planarization of COT derivatives:

We show that substantial π–π stacking interactions between arene-

fused COT derivatives and graphene allow for these typically v-shaped

derivatives to adopt a planar antiaromatic equilibrium structure in the

complex. Thus, the external effect of the graphene flake appears to

reshape the PES in a way to allow for TSs to become stable minima.

We postulate that this reshaping of the PES arises when the

noncovalent interaction energies are larger than the planarization bar-

riers. At the PW6B95-D4/Def2-QZVP level of theory we obtain stabi-

lization energies by the graphene flake of 45.7 (DBCOT) and 76.1

(DNCOT) kJ mol�1 on the Gibbs free PES. The Gibbs free stabilization

energy for DNCOT is much larger than the activation energy required

to planarize the free compound and therefore DNCOT adopts a planar

antiaromatic equilibrium structure on graphene. The Gibbs free stabili-

zation energy for DBCOT is on par with the activation energy

required to planarize the free DBCOT. Therefore, DBCOT can adsorb

on graphene either as a planar antiaromatic or tub-shaped non-

aromatic structure, both of which are equilibrium structures with all-

real vibrational frequencies. The relatively small energy difference

between these two complexes (2.7 kJ mol�1 on the electronic PES

and 15.2 kJ mol�1 on the Gibbs free PES) suggests that the molecular

shape and antiaromatic/nonaromatic character of DBCOT could be

modulated on a graphene surface.

The above results are further analyzed using NICSZZ scans and

energy decomposition analyses. NICSZZ scans show that the central

COT moiety in the planar DBCOT remains antiaromatic upon

adsorbing on graphene. Energy decomposition analyses reveal that

the strong interactions between the planar DBCOT/DNCOT and

graphene are dominated by dispersion and electrostatic interactions,

where the former is more pronounced in both cases. Overall, this

study provides a novel approach for reversibly planarizing COT deriv-

atives without the need for incorporation into a rigid π-system, atomic

substitution, oxidation, or reduction.
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